1. List as many modes of transportation you can think of that people use to get around the planet. Narrow down the previous list to a “Top Five” most common modes of transportation. List the pros and cons of each of the “Top Five.”

2. List some of the pros and cons of the following types of lodging:
   - a. Hotel/motel
   - b. Youth hostel
   - c. Friends/family
   - d. RV/trailer/camping
   - e. Resorts
3. List the different types of travel documentation that are required for your Country and explain their purpose.

4. Watch a travelogue programme for somewhere you want to travel to. Write about what you watched and include at least 3 things that interested you.

5. Discuss in a group setting (if you are not able to meet with others in your group please discuss with your family) what kind of attitude travellers should have when travelling abroad. Write a summary of your discussion here.
6. Create your own 7 day “family trip”. Research where to go. Calculate how long it will take to travel. Research accommodation. Remember to include: (a) 1 historic place to visit (b) 2 natural sites to visit (c) 1 recreational site to visit.
7. List different ways that people travelled in Bible times.

8. Calculate how long it would have taken to walk between Jerusalem and Damascus.

9. Sketch a map of a trip mentioned in the Bible. Show the name of person(s) who took the trip and include the path(s) they took including any notable stops. Show different lines for type of transportation used. Include a “legend/key” identifying such things as distance scale, elevation, directions, landmarks. Remember to include a title.